The results of Monte Carlo simulation of adsorption and wetting behaviour of a highly non-additive symmetric mixture at selective walls is discussed. We have concentrated on the interplay between the surface induced demixing in the adsorbed films and the properties of the bulk mixture, which exhibits a closed immiscibility loop. It has been shown that the wetting behaviour depends on the absolute values of the parameters determining the strengths of interaction between the mixture components and the surface, as well as on their difference. In general, an increase of the difference between the adsorption energies of the components leads to a decrease of the wetting temperature. In the cases when the wetting of non-selective walls occurs at the temperatures above the onset of demixing transition in the bulk, an increasing wall selectivity leads to a gradual decrease of the wetting temperature towards the triple point, in which the vapour coexists with the mixed and demixed liquid phases. When the wetting temperature at the non-selective wall is located below the onset of the demixing transition in the bulk mixture, an increase of the adsorption energy of the selected component causes the developing adsorbed films to demix and to show the reentrant mixing upon approaching the bulk coexistence. At the temperatures above the onset of the demixing transition in the bulk, the adsorbed films remain demixed up to the bulk coexistence and undergo the first-order wetting transition. A rather unexpected finding has been the observation of a gradual increase of the wetting temperature at highly selective walls.
Introduction
Wetting transitions are among the most important surface-induced phase transitions, and have been studied experimentally, with the help of various theoretical approaches and by computer simulations [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . At present, our understanding of wetting at the interface between one-component fluids and solid surfaces is quite advanced. When the pressure approaches the value at which the vapour condenses into the liquid, the adsorbed layer on a solid surface may behave differently depending on the properties of the fluid and the solid substrate. When the interaction between the fluid and the solid is weak, the film remains thin up to the bulk condensation, and this situation corresponds to a partial wetting. On the other hand, when the surface potential becomes sufficiently strong, a uniform film of macroscopic thickness develops. In this case, the fluid wets the surface completely. It has been well established under what conditions a complete wetting occurs, and that the wetting may occur via the first-order or the continuous phase transition [7, 10, 12] . In the case of fluid mixtures in contact with a solid, the situation becomes much more complicated. The mixture may exhibit a complete or incomplete mixing over a certain ranges of concentrations and temperatures. Moreover, different strengths of interaction between the mixture components and the surface may considerably affect the wetting behaviour [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] . A large number of parameters that describe the adsorption of mixtures at solid surfaces was one of the reasons why many authors [16, [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] have considered the wetting behaviour of a simple model of symmetric mixtures [39] . In a symmetric mixture, the interactions between the pairs of the like molecules (AA and BB) are the same, while the interactions between the pairs of the unlike particles (AB) are different. In general, the properties of a symmetric mixture are determined by two parameters. One is the ratio of the interaction strengths of the AB and AA (BB) pairs, e = ε AB /ε AA , and the second is defined by the ratio of the parameters that define the ranges of the interaction between different pairs, s = σ AB /σ AA .
The earlier studies were mostly devoted to the wetting of non-selective solid substrates by only energetically non-additive symmetric mixtures, when e < 1, and s = 1 [16, [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] 40] . The assumption that s = 1 has made it possible to use different theoretical approaches [32, [34] [35] [36] that cannot be used if s < 1. In particular, the perturbation and density functional theories require the knowledge regarding the reference hard sphere systems [13] . Though a version of the fundamental measure density functional theory for non-additive hard spheres was proposed [41] , still its application to highly negatively nonadditive systems is rather questionable. The wetting of non-selective surfaces by energetically (e < 1) and geometrically (s 1) non-additive symmetric mixtures has also been studied, but only using the computer simulation methods [37, 38] . In a special case of only geometrically non-additive mixtures (e = 1 and s 1), which do not phase separate, the wetting behaviour has been found to strongly depend on the structure of the mixed bulk liquid and solid phases [37] . It has been demonstrated that for a given strength of the surface potential, the wetting temperature shows non-monotonous changes with s, following the changes of the bulk triple point temperature. This occurs even if the wetting temperature is located well above the bulk triple point and, again, indicates that the short range ordering in the liquid-like films and in the bulk liquids plays an important role in the wetting phenomena.
The study of a wetting behaviour of energetically and geometrically non-additive mixtures, with e < 1 and s < 1, at non-selective walls, has concentrated on the systems that exhibit closed immiscibility loops in the bulk [38] . In such cases, the vapour condenses into the mixed liquid at low temperatures, and into the demixed liquid at the temperatures above the triple point, T tr,v-ml-dl , in which the vapour coexists with the mixed and demixed liquids. These mixtures show the phase diagrams like the one given in figure 1 . Since the AB interaction is weaker than the AA and BB interaction (e < 1), the mixed adsorbed film experiences a stronger attraction to the surface than the demixed film. As a result, the mixed film may wet the surface at the temperatures below T tr,v-ml-dl . The presence of an attractive surface always increases the tendency towards mixing in the film. In the case of negative geometrical non-additivity (s < 1), the AB pairs are preferred when the density is high, and this effect stabilizes the mixed film as well. These two effects lead to the formation of mixed films, when the chemical potential approaches the
The schematic representation of the bulk phase diagram for a mixture with e = 0.6 and different values of the parameter s, between 0.7 and 0.74. Panels (a) and (b) show (T * , µ * ) and (T * , ρ) projections, respectively. The regions corresponding to the vapour, the mixed liquid, the demixed liquid and the mixed solid phases are marked by v, ml, dl and ms, respectively. T trc,1 and T trc,2 mark the tricritical points, and T tr,v-ml-ms and T tr,v-ml-dl correspond to the different triple points. The first-order phase boundaries are given by solid lines, and the dashed line corresponds to the λ-line.
bulk coexistence, even at the temperatures higher than T tr,v-ml-dl . When it happens, only a partial wetting takes place, since the mixed film cannot grow to form a macroscopic (mixed) liquid layer. The bulk liquid becomes demixed at T T tr,v-ml-dl , and the stable mixed liquid appears only at a higher chemical potential, at which the demixed and mixed liquids coexist (see figure 1) . However, taking into account that a complete wetting is bound to appear at a certain temperature below the temperature at which the vapour-liquid coexistence terminates [1] , such systems have been found to show two, i.e., a lower and an upper, wetting transitions [38] . Symmetric mixtures can be treated as a simple model of racemic mixtures [42] which consist of R and S isomers. The separation of racemic mixtures into the pure R and S isomers is of great importance in several fields, such as biology and drug industry, since the D and L enantiomers very often show different biological activity [43] . Thalidomide is probably the best known and tragic example, which demonstrated that while one enantiomer of a pharmaceutical can be therapeutic, the other can be very toxic [44, 45] . The separation of racemic mixtures can be achieved in a number of ways, and several of them involve adsorption at chiral surfaces [46, 47] . For example, kinked-stepped, high Miller index surfaces of metal crystals are chiral and exhibit enantiospecific properties [48] . In particular, the adsorption energies of R and S isomers on such naturally chiral surfaces are different [49] . Using the concept of a symmetric mixture, it is possible to model an adsorption on chiral surfaces by assuming that the mixture components interact differently with the solid surface. Although the model is very simple, nevertheless it can shed a new light on the interplay between the properties of bulk mixtures and their wetting behaviour. It is the aim of this paper to elucidate how the surface selectivity affects the wetting of highly non-additive symmetric mixtures. In particular, we concentrate on the mixture with the bulk phase diagram like the one shown in figure 1 . In particular, we have chosen a mixture which exhibits two wetting transitions, when adsorbed at non-selective walls of a sufficiently weak fluid-solid interaction, and attempted to find out whether the same occurs at selective walls.
The model and simulation method
The model considered here is the same as that used in [37, 38] . Thus, we have considered the symmetric mixtures consisting of the components A and B, interacting via the truncated (12,6) LennardJones potential
where r is the distance between a pair of the particles i and j. We have assumed that ε AA = ε BB = ε is the unit of energy, and σ AA = σ BB = σ is the unit of length. Therefore, there are two parameters, e = ε AB /ε AA and s = σ AB /σ AA that characterize the fluid, and we have introduced a reduced temperature, T * = kT/ε, and the reduced chemical potentials of the species A and B, µ * i = µ i /ε, i = A, B. Moreover, the potential energy has been expressed in the units of ε. The fluid-fluid interaction potential has been cut at the distance r * max = 3.0. Throughout this paper we have assumed that µ * A = µ * B = µ * . Unlike in the previous studies [37, 38] , the mixture has been assumed to be in contact with a selective smooth wall, and the fluid-wall interaction potential, being the function of the distance from the wall (z) only, has been represented by the following equation:
In the above, ε * gs,i is a measure of the fluid-wall interaction strength (expressed in the units of ε) for the i-the component (A or B) .
The model has been studied using the Monte Carlo simulation method in the grand canonical ensemble [37, 38, [50] [51] [52] . Simulations have been carried out using the cells of the size L * x × L * y × L * z = 20 × 20 × 60, with the standard periodic boundary conditions in the x and y directions. A solid surface has been placed at z = 0 and the simulation box has been closed from the top, at z = L * z , by a reflecting hard wall. The fluid-wall interaction potential has been cut at the distance from the surface z * max = 10.
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The quantities recorded included the average numbers of particles A (N A ) and B (N B ), the average fluid-fluid potential energy (per particle), u * gg , the average fluid-wall potential energies for the both components u * gs,k (k = A or B) and the number density profiles for each component, ρ k (z). Having the density profiles one can calculate the surface excess densities of the components, ρ ex,k , using the following equation
where S is the surface area, ρ o,k is the bulk number density of the k-th component, and the total excess density ρ ex = ρ ex,A + ρ ex,B .
The density profiles allow us to calculate the order parameter profile
being the measure of phase separation in the adsorbed film. Besides, we have calculated the total order parameter m, defined as
In order to study the wetting behaviour we have used the adsorption isotherms calculated at different temperatures and the density profiles recorded at different temperatures and different values of chemical potential. The phase boundaries of the bulk systems have been taken from [38, 53] . Usually, we have used the runs consisting of 10 8 −5 · 10 9 Monte Carlo steps. Each Monte Carlo step consisted of randomly chosen attempts to also translate a randomly chosen particle, to create a new particle in a randomly chosen position, to annihilate a randomly chosen particle or to change the identity of a randomly chosen particle. Similar numbers of Monte Carlo steps have been used to equilibrate the system.
Throughout this paper we have considered the mixture with the parameter e equal to 0.6, and the parameter s equal to 0.73. It has already been demonstrated in our earlier papers [38, 53] that the bulk phase diagram of this mixture is like the one depicted in figure 1 , and exhibits a closed immiscibility loop. At low temperatures, between the triple point T * tr,v-ml-ms , in which the vapour coexists with the mixed liquid and with the mixed solid, and the triple point T * tr,v-ml-dl , in which the vapour coexists with the mixed and with demixed liquids, the vapour condenses into the mixed liquid. Only at the temperatures exceeding the triple point T * tr,v-ml-dl , the demixing transition accompanies the vapour condensation. It should be noted that the demixing is the first order transition at the temperatures between T * tr,v-ml-dl and the tricritical point T * trc,1 , and becomes a continuous transition at still higher temperatures. The vapour-liquid coexistence terminates at still another tricritical point, T * trc,2 , which replaces the usual vapour-liquid critical point, and is the onset of the continuous demixing transition. Thus, the continuous demixing transition occurs along the so-called λ-line, as shown by the dashed line in figure 1 .
As it has already been stated in the introduction, the wetting behaviour of the mixture considered here, at non-selective walls strongly depends on the strength of the fluid-solid interaction, and different scenarios are possible. In general, the surface field enhances the mixing in the adsorbed film and since the parameter e is considerably lower than unity, the relative strength of the fluid-solid to the fluid-fluid interaction is higher in the mixed film than in the demixed film. One should note that the ratio of densities in the mixed and in the demixed dense thick adsorbed films is proportional to s −3 . Therefore, the mixed film is expected to wet the surface at lower temperatures than the demixed film. We have found [38] that over a certain range of ε * gs the wetting transition occurs at the temperature below the triple point T * tr,v-ml-dl . Then, at T * tr,v-ml-dl and above it, only a partial wetting appears. However, another wetting transition occurs at a sufficiently high temperature, but below the tricritical point T * trc,2 .
Results and discussion
The calculations has been carried out for the mixture being in contact with the surfaces characterized by different values of ε * gs,A and ε * gs,B . We recall that in the bulk mixture, the vapour condenses into a mixed liquid at the temperatures below T * tr,v-ml-dl ≈ 0.92, and into a demixed liquid at higher temperatures. To begin with, we present the results obtained in the limit of low adsorption, i.e., in the Henry's low region, when one can assume that the adsorbed molecules do not interact one with another. In this case, the surface excesses of the A and B components are independent of s and e, and depend only on the strengths of the fluid-surface interaction of the mixture components and the temperature, and are given by the following equation
where k = A or B. In the above, the integration starts at the Gibbs dividing surface located at z o and, of course, the bulk densities of the components A and B are bound to be the same as long as their chemical potentials are equal. Having the surface excesses ρ ex,A and ρ ex,B , one can calculate the mole fractions of the components (x A and x B = 1 − x A ) in the adsorbed film, and the order parameter m [cf. (2.5)]. Figure 2 shows the changes of the mole fraction of the component A and of the order parameter m with temperature for several choices of ∆ε * gs = ε * gs,A − ε * gs,B and for the two values of ε * gs,A equal to 5.0 and 6.0. As expected, an increase of ∆ε * gs causes the component B to be adsorbed more strongly, and the enhancement of the B adsorption decreases with the temperature. It is also clear that for the same value of ∆ε * gs , the enhancement of the B adsorption is slightly lower when ε * gs,A is higher. This results from a decrease of the relative strengths of the fluid-surface interaction of the components (ε * gs,B /ε * gs,A ) with ε * gs,A . When the chemical potential increases, the adsorbed molecules start to interact and the relative amounts of the components change, since the magnitudes of the parameters s and e become relevant. Different scenarios are possible, depending on the value of ε * gs,A , the magnitude of ∆ε * gs , and the location of the wetting temperature with respect to the demixing transition in the bulk (T * tr,v-ml-dl ). It has been found [38] that when the mixture with s = 0.73 interacts with the non-selective wall, and ε * gs,A is sufficiently small, the wetting occurs only at T * w > T * tr,v-ml-dl . In particular, when ε * gs = 5, the wetting temperature has been estimated to be located at T * w ≈ 1.00. An increase of ε * gs to 5.5 shifts the wetting temperature down to about 0.93, i.e., still above the triple point T * tr,v-ml-dl ≈ 0.92. On the other hand, when ε * gs is equal to 6.0, the wetting transition appears already below the triple point T * tr,v-ml-dl at T * w = 0.855 ± 0.005. For still higher values of ε * gs = 6.5 and 7.0, the triple point wetting at T * w = T * tr,v-ml-ms has been found. In such cases, the wetting does not occur below the triple point, which is related to the strain induced by the structural mismatch between successive solid-like layers [54, 55] . A pinning of the wetting transition at the triple point (triple point wetting) has been observed for several systems, like various gases adsorbed on graphite [56] [57] [58] , on Ag [59, 60] , on Au [61, 62] , and on alkaline metals [63] .
In the cases when T * w > T * tr,v-ml-dl , the adsorbed films formed at non-selective walls have been observed to remain mixed even at the temperatures above T * tr,v-ml-dl . Only at the temperatures T * T * w , the adsorbed films have become demixed. In the case of a selective wall, an increase of ∆ε * gs is bound to enhance the demixing tendency in the adsorbed layer. Consequently, the wetting temperature has been expected to gradually decrease towards T * tr,v-ml-dl , when the wall selectivity increases. However, when ∆ε * gs becomes large enough, it may cause a demixing in the entire film up to the bulk coexistence, even at the temperatures below T * tr,v-ml-dl . When it happens, the demixed film cannot wet the surface, since the bulk liquid remains mixed. This implies that a sort of a triple point wetting at T * tr,v-ml-dl should occur. On the other hand, when ε * gs,A is sufficiently large, the wetting temperature of the system with ∆ε * gs = 0 (a non-selective wall) occurs below T * tr,v-ml-dl , and the mixed wetting layer coexists with the mixed liquid. When the wall becomes selective with respect to the mixture components, two different cases can be singled out. In the first, the growing thick film may remain mixed and hence wet the surface. This is expected to happen when ∆ε * gs is sufficiently small, or when the demixed film undergoes a reentrant mixing upon approaching the bulk coexistence. In the second situation, when ∆ε * gs is sufficiently large, the film may remain demixed up to the bulk coexistence, and, therefore, a complete wetting below T * tr,v-ml-dl cannot take place. If this is the case, a complete wetting appears only at T * tr,v-ml-dl , and a triple point wetting is expected to occur again.
Here, we have discussed the changes in the wetting behaviour of the selected mixture adsorbed at the selective walls characterized by different values of ε * gs,A and ∆ε * gs . To this end, we have considered two series of systems, in which the interaction between the component A and the surface is given by ε * gs,A equal to 5.0 and 6.0, respectively, while the interaction of the component B with the surface, specified by ε * gs,B , is varied and is assumed to be higher than ε * gs,A , i.e., ∆ε * gs > 0.
Systems with ε * gs,A = 5
At first, we assume that ε * gs,A = 5 and consider a series of systems with different ∆ε * gs between 0.2 and 1.0. The panel (a) of figure 3 presents the semi-log plots of the excess adsorption isotherms (ρ ex versus ∆µ * ), for the system with ∆ε * gs = 0.2, recorded at different temperatures. One readily notes that at T * up to 0.97, the total surface excess density stays low, and reaches much lager values at higher temperatures. In the panel (b) to figure 3 we present the changes of the order parameter m along the isotherms, which demonstrate that only at the temperatures T * 0.98 the demixing transition in the film occurs when the chemical potential approaches the bulk coexistence. These results suggest that the wetting occurs at T * w ≈ 0.98, i.e., well above the triple point T * tr,v-ml-dl . One should note that the degree of demixing in the film, in the vicinity of the bulk coexistence, gradually decreases with temperature. This is caused by a the fact that the bulk liquid also exhibits a limited phase separation at high temperatures, and by the changes in the film structure with temperature. The main panel of figure 4 shows a series of density profiles, recorded close to the bulk coexistence at different temperatures, while the inset shows the corresponding order parameter profiles. First we note that at T * < T * w , i.e., at T * < 0.98, the film remains thin and the order parameter reaches the magnitude of about 0.1 in the part of the film close to the surface. This is about two times lager value than the one obtained in the limit of low adsorption (cf. the right-hand panel of figure 2 ). As soon as the temperature reaches 0.98, the film thickness attains larger values and the film undergoes a demixing transition. In particular, the parameter m in the first layer jumps to the value of above 0.2 and reaches the values close to 0.4 in the higher layers. When, however, the temperature increases further and becomes closer to the tricritical point T * trc,2 , the degree of the film demixing gradually decreases, while the interface between the film and the bulk becomes more and more diffused. The demixing in the outer part of the film is somewhat suppressed by the low film density and by the gradually increasing entropic effects. When ∆ε * gs is increased to 0.4, and then to 0.6, the behaviour remains qualitatively the same, but the wetting transition occurs at lower temperatures of about 0.95 and 0.92, respectively. One should note that the triple point at which the vapour coexists with the mixed and demixed liquids is located at the temperature equal to about T * tr,v-ml-dl = 0.92. Thus, the systems with ∆ε * gs up to 0.6 do not show the wetting below T * tr,v-ml-dl . In the particular case of ∆ε * gs = 0.6, we have found a triple point wetting. A further increase of ∆ε * gs to 0.8 and 1.0 causes a strong preferential adsorption of the component B that leads to the formation of rather thick demixed films already at T * = 0.90 and 0.88, respectively. The films undergo a sort of layering transition, accompanied by the demixing, but attain only a limited thickness at the bulk coexistence (see figures 5 and 6). This suggests that only a partial wetting occurs below T * tr,v-ml-dl . Figure 7 gives the examples of the density and of the order parameter profiles for a system with ∆ε * gs = 1.0, recorded at T * = 0.90 and at the chemical potentials below and above the layering transition. Below the layering transition point, the film density is rather low, and shows only a limited enrichment in the B component. On the other hand, a thick film has a considerably larger density and also a considerably higher degree of demixing in the entire film. Evidently, the difference between the strengths of the fluid-surface interactions of the components is large enough to trigger the demixing in the film. However, when the bulk fluid is mixed, the demixed film cannot grow to reach a macroscopic thickness, implying that only a partial wetting takes place. Only when the temperature exceeds the triple point temperature, T * tr,v-ml-dl ≈ 0.92, the demixed film coexists with the demixed bulk liquid at µ * o , and wets the surface. Therefore, in the both cases of ∆ε * gs = 0.8 and 1.0, a triple point wetting occurs, T * w = T * tr,v-ml-dl ≈ 0.92, just the same as in the case of ∆ε * gs = 0.6. In all the above considered cases, the wetting is expected to occur via the first-order phase transition, and hence the demixed film reaches a finite thickness at the bulk coexistence (µ * o ), where it jumps to infinity.
Systems with ε *
gs,A = 6.0
The second series of calculations have involved the systems with ε * gs,A = 6.0 and different values of ∆ε * gs , between 0.2 and 1.0. We recall that the wetting temperature in the system with ε * gs,A = ε * gs,B = 6.0 is located at T * w ≈ 0.855 [38] , i.e., well below the triple point T * tr,v-ml-dl , where the film and the bulk liquid are both mixed. In the case of a non-selective wall, the wetting has been observed to be preceded by the prewetting transition, which implies that the wetting is the first order transition. It is also known that a complete wetting also occurs at T * 0.94, that is above the triple point T * tr,v-ml-dl (cf. [38] ). In the case of only weakly selective walls, when ∆ε * gs = 0.2, the wetting has also been found to occur below the triple point T * tr,v-ml-dl , at a slightly lower temperature of T * w ≈ 0.845. The excess adsorption isotherms, shown in figure 8 (a) , demonstrate the presence of the prewetting transition at low temperatures. At T * = 0.85, this transition leads to the formation of a thick mixed film. However, at the temperatures between 0.86 and T * tr,v-ml-dl , we have found a different behaviour. Namely, the film undergoes a transition between a thin mixed layer and a considerably thicker demixed layer. However, the demixed film undergoes another transition and forms a still thicker layer. The transition is accompanied by a reentrant mixing of the film upon approaching the bulk coexistence. This is demonstrated by the changes of the order parameter m along the isotherms, shown in figure 8 (b) . One should note that the reentrant mixing occurs only at the temperatures below T * tr,v-ml-dl . Figure 9 presents the density and the order parameter profiles recorded at different points along the adsorption isotherm at T * = 0.86. These results demonstrate that a very thin film shows only a small enrichment in component B, resulting from the difference in the adsorption energies. Then, a transition to a considerably thicker film occurs and leads to the formation of a highly demixed layer. The density of this demixed layer is still not very high and the difference between ε * gs,A and ε * gs,B , together with a rather weak interaction between the pairs of unlike particles, trigger a demixing transition in the film. However, when the chemical potential becomes closer to the bulk coexistence, another transition occurs, and a still thicker film of higher density is formed. This film is mixed, since the packing effects start to dominate. Figure 10 presents the density and the order parameter profiles at different temperatures, recorded close to the bulk coexistence. At the temperatures T * = 0.85, well below the triple point T * tr,v-ml-dl , the film attains a considerably higher density and thickness than at T * T * tr,v-ml-dl . This becomes understandable by considering that in the mixed film the AB pairs are preferred, and a rather small value of the parameter s allows more molecules to be present in the adsorbed film. One should note that the ratio of densities in the perfectly mixed and demixed thick films is roughly proportional to s −3 . This relation results from the fact that the average distance between the nearest neighbors in the mixed and demixed states is proportional to s.
Above the triple point temperature, the film shows a gradual demixing upon approaching the bulk coexistence. Of course, the observed degree of demixing decreases when the temperature grows, and this can be associated with the increasing entropic effects and with the widening of the interface between the film and the vapour (see figure 10) .
A qualitatively similar behaviour has been observed for the higher value of ∆ε * gs = 0.4. The wetting temperature has been found to be lower and equal to T * w ≈ 0.825. However, the demixed film of moderate thickness and density is stable only at T * above 0.84. At lower temperatures, the transition between thin and thick films leads to the formation of a mixed film of high density. At higher temperatures, a demixed film exists over a certain range of the chemical potential. Only close to the bulk coexistence, a reentrant mixing occurs.
A further increase of ∆ε * gs to 0.6, 0.8 and 1.0, leads to a rather unexpected behaviour. A large difference between ε * gs,A and ε * gs,B causes a demixed film, which is formed via the layering transition, to remain stable up to the bulk coexistence over a certain range of temperatures above the triple point T * tr,v-ml-ms ≈ 0.815. Such a film cannot wet the surface, since the coexisting bulk liquid is mixed. The reentrant mixing transition in the film occurs only when the temperature becomes high enough. In the case of ∆ε * gs = 0.6, 0.8 and 1.0, it happens only when T * is about 0.825, 0.828 and 0.833, respectively (see figure 11) .
The above results suggest that the complete wetting below the triple point T * tr,v-ml-dl , occurs only over the range of temperature when the reentrant mixing takes place in the film. One can explain the observed changes in the wetting temperature by the following argument. When the ε * gs,B increases, the adsorbed particles experience a stronger attraction to the surface and the film shows an increasing demixing tendency. A demixing in the film is also enhanced by the weak AB interaction. These two energetic effects are responsible for the formation of a rather thick demixed layer at low temperatures. Such demixed films retain stability up to the bulk coexistence.
Upon a gradual increase of the temperature, the packing effects, which favour the formation of high density mixed films, become stronger and lead to a reentrant mixing transition. Therefore, the onset of a reentrant mixing is shifted to higher temperatures, leading to an increase of the wetting temperature as well. In fact, when ∆ε * gs = 1.4, the demixed films have been observed at the temperatures up to about T * = 0.84.
We have performed an additional simulation for ε * gs,A = 7.0 and assuming different values of ∆ε * gs between 0.2 and 1.4. We recall that in the case of a non-selective wall, the system with ε * gs,A = ε * gs,B = 7.0, exhibits the triple point wetting at T * tr,v-ml-ms . The calculations have shown that when ∆ε * gs 1.0, a reentrant mixing occurs at any temperature between T * tr,v-ml-ms and T * tr,v-ml-dl , indicating that the triple point wetting survives. However, when ∆ε * gs = 1.4, the reentrant mixing has not been found at the temperatures slightly above the triple point T * tr,v-ml-ms , but it takes place when the temperature becomes high enough. Figure 12 presents the examples of the excess adsorption isotherms for the components A and B at T * = 0.84, 0.86 and 0.94, which demonstrate that at T * = 0.84 the film remains demixed up to the bulk condensation, while it undergoes a reentrant mixing at T * = 0.86. At the temperature above the triple point T * tr,v-ml-dl , the film remains demixed when the chemical potential approaches the bulk coexistence.
Summary
We have performed a Monte Carlo study of the wetting behaviour of a strongly non-additive symmetric mixture at selective structureless walls. Here, we have considered the mixture with e = 0.6 and s = 0.73, of the bulk phase diagram like the one shown in figure 1 . This mixture exhibits a demixing transition only at sufficiently high temperatures, above the triple point T * tr,v-ml-dl ≈ 0.92, in which the vapour coexists with the mixed and demixed liquids. At the temperatures below T * tr,v-ml-dl , and above the triple point T * tr,v-ml-ms ≈ 0.815, in which the vapour, the mixed liquid and the mixed solid coexist, the vapour condenses into a mixed liquid.
The summary of our findings is given in figure 11 , which presents the changes of the wetting temperature versus ∆ε * gs for the two series of systems with ε * gs,A = 5.0 and 6.0. In the case of ε * gs,A = 5.0 and the assumed values of ∆ε * gs , between 0.2 and 1.0, a complete wetting occurs only at the temperatures at which the bulk liquid is demixed. An increase of ε * gs,B enhances a demixing in the adsorbed film and leads to a gradual decrease of the wetting temperature. At ∆ε * gs ≈ 0.6, the wetting occurs right at the triple point T * tr,v-ml-dl . The triple point wetting [64] has also been observed for ∆ε * gs = 0.8 and 1.0. The lack of a complete wetting below the triple point T * tr,v-ml-dl when ε * gs,B is large, results from the fact that at T * < T * tr,v-ml-dl the adsorbed film remains demixed at the bulk coexistence, while the bulk liquid in mixed. The system with ε * gs,A = 6.0 has been found to behave differently. In the case of ε * gs,A = ε * gs,B , the wetting transition has been estimated [38] to take place well below the triple point T * tr,v-ml-dl , at T * w ≈ 0.855. However, a complete wetting ceases as soon as the temperature reaches the triple point T * tr,v-ml-dl . This is caused by the lack of demixing in the adsorbed film at the bulk coexistence. Only at the temperatures approaching the tricritical point T * trc,2 , another wetting transition is expected to occur [1, 2] . When the surface becomes selective with respect to the mixture components (∆ε * gs > 0), the situation changes considerably. The preferential adsorption of the component B leads to a partial demixing in the film already in the region of low adsorption. When, the difference between ε * gs,A and ε * gs,B is small, the developing film undergoes a transition to the demixed thick film, but another transition to a still thicker mixed film takes place upon approaching the bulk coexistence. This mechanism has been found to take place at the temperatures well below the triple point T * tr,v-ml-dl . Since the bulk liquid is also mixed, a complete wetting occurs, and the wetting temperature decreases when ∆ε * gs becomes lager. A decrease of the wetting temperature can be attributed to a gradual increase of the average interaction energy between the fluid particles and the surface when ε * gs,B increases. However, when the difference between ε * gs,A and ε * gs,B becomes large enough, the demixed film has not been observed to undergo the reentrant mixing transition at sufficiently low temperatures.
In the case of non-selective walls, the increase of ε * gs,A has lowered the wetting temperature [38] , leading a triple point wetting at T * w = T * tr,v-ml-ms , i.e., to the temperature at which the vapour coexists with a mixed liquid and solid phases. For the case of selective walls, the lack of a reentrant mixing at the temperatures above the triple point T * tr,v-ml-ms causes the wetting temperature not to reach the triple point, and T * w to stay above T * tr,v-ml-ms . When the difference between ε * gs,A and ε * gs,B increases, the stability of the demixed films also increases and this causes a gradual increase of the wetting temperature.
The scenarios described above may change when the parameters e and s are changed, since the bulk mixtures may show a different phase behaviour [53] , and therefore, such mixtures may also show different wetting properties. It should be emphasized that we are not aware of any real symmetric mixtures that show the bulk behaviour as the one considered in this work. Therefore, it is not possible to compare the results with any experimental data. However, it might be of interest to study the wetting behaviour of associating mixtures [20, 65] , which are known to often exhibit closed immiscibility loops [66] .
